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Abstract. Our knowledge of Mesolithic decorated bone and antler tools from Scandinavia has mainly been based on finds from sites and single finds from Southern Scandinavia. However, recent excavations at a Late Mesolithic site at Strandvägen in Motala, south-central Sweden, have changed the state of research and revealed a large number of bone and antler tools, some of them with decorations. The site is located on the eastern shore of Lake Vättern, the second largest lake in the south of Sweden and at the only large outlet of the lake. The site was used during a number of centuries, with a concentration of radiocarbon dates around 7500–7000 cal. BP. The settlement at Strandvägen is the only site in this part of Scandinavia with a large number of finds of bone and antler. The location of the site was exceptional as it was easily available by contact links to the south and north as well as east and west. This is well manifested in the find material. Leister points are the single largest group of tools, with a total of more than 400 examples. A number of these are furnished with decoration in the form of small notches on the barbs more or less in systematic order, as well as cross-hatched motifs. A small number of other tools such as slotted daggers and antler objects with shaft holes are also decorated. In comparison with southern Sweden and Denmark, similarities are obvious concerning both the choice of motifs and the variety of their execution. The only other area in the Baltic region with a number of decorated objects is the East Baltic. However the chronological relevance is uncertain. For example one can find leister points with similarities to the finds at Strandvägen among the finds from Lake Lubāna in southeastern Latvia. The question of how many of the motifs, and how they are executed is a pan-Mesolithic phenomenon within Northern Europe and how much can be related to specific regional markings.

Keywords: Late Mesolithic; South-Central Sweden; Strandvägen in Motala; ornamented bone and antler objects; prehistoric contact links; leister points; cultural parallels with Eastern Baltic; pan-Mesolithic phenomenon within Northern Europe; regional peculiarities.
Introduction

Our knowledge of Mesolithic ornamented bone and antler tools from Scandinavia has mainly been based on finds from sites and single finds from Southern Scandinavia. However, recent excavations at the Late Mesolithic site of Strandvägen in Motala, south-central Sweden, have changed the state of research and revealed a large number of bone and antler tools, some of them with ornamentation.

The site is located on the north-eastern shore of Lake Vättern, the second largest lake in the south of Sweden, at the only outlet of the lake to the Baltic Sea, which at the time of settlement was located about 30 km to the east (fig. 1).

Figure 1 – The location of the Strandvägen site

Vättern as a lake was isolated from the Yoldia Sea at about 10,800 cal. BP with a first outlet to the north. However, due to changes as a result of greater land uplift in the north than the south, areas were flooded along the southern part of the lake and areas in the north were exposed. Through these changes, the main outlet – the river Motala Ström – was first formed at 9200 cal. BP, resulting in the lowering of Lake Vättern by a couple of metres, and then lowered yet again and stabilized at c. 7800 cal. BP. After these drastic events there seems to have been an unaltered relationship between land and water for many generations – an area where the world in one important aspect stood still. For a considerable part of the Late Mesolithic the water level beside the site seems to have been the same as it is today. The last Mesolithic remains on the site are dated c. 6500 cal. BP [1; 2].

The site was excavated in different stages due to a change in the railway system [1; 2]. A considerable part of the site has been excavated, including the refuse area below the present shoreline, the lower slope of a ridge, with extensive settlement remains in the form of several houses and knapping floors for lithics, and the top of the ridge, with a Mesolithic cemetery [3] (fig. 1). Only a section of the higher part of the site and probably the lower part of the cemetery was not accessible for excavation.

Such an extensive excavation of various parts of a site, with the remains of different activity areas, is exceptional within Scandinavia. The site was used for several centuries, with a concentration of radiocarbon dates at 7500–7000 cal. BP [2].

Most of the bone and antler tools were found in the refuse area of the settlement. As the present shoreline is the same as in the prehistoric situation, by enclosing part of the area beyond the present shore and pumping away the water, it was possible to uncover a large number of organic finds on the bottom [4]. The settlement at Strandvägen is the only site in the central part of Scandinavia with a large number of finds of bone and antler, due to the absence of layers with suitable preservation conditions in the region.

Networks

When considering networks, one has to look for factors that might create a demand for contacts as well as sites that provide focal points for the distribution of raw material and objects, in addition to which one must seek information about manufacturing and use, which relate to function as well as to integration into a social and mental sphere.

The location of the site was exceptional, as it was easily accessible through links to the south and north as well as to the east and west [1].

The combination of ecological conditions that existed at the outflow of Motala Ström was exceptional, and resource utilization provided a basis for greater population density than in other parts of eastern Sweden. This must have meant that the concentration of inhabitants, and probably also settlements, was much greater here than in other parts of eastern Sweden. It is highly probable that special social structures occurred at the outflow of Motala Ström, compared to other parts of the region. It is also possible to use the term «central place» – as for other periods of prehistory – in the sense of social constellations, structures and activities that are exceptional. A bigger and denser social unit requires clearer rules for the participants’ interaction, which can be reflected in expressions of a symbolic nature and in traces of rituals – in the former case taking the form of ornamented objects, and in the latter the form of votive deposits and graves. A central place also functions as a hub of centripetal and centrifugal network patterns. Centripetal re-
fers both to the accumulation of raw material, especially materials of an exotic nature, and to a function as a focal point for the inhabitants of the region, a place where they met on certain occasions [5]. As a centrifugal effect, objects which required time-consuming labour or a high level of technical skill were produced at the central place and then distributed from it.

The composition of the lithic material testifies to an extensive network of contacts. Before the excavation the area around the site was perceived as a transitional zone between the flint-based settlement area to the south and the quartz-based area to the north [6]. In the analysis of the Strandvägen site, parallels have been drawn with areas such as the western part of Sweden, with Cambrian flint from Kinnekulle a distance of roughly 95 km to the west [7], and with the Stockholm region, some 180 km to the north-east, since tools of slate known from this region have been found at Strandvägen [1]. The sources of Cretaceous flint from Southern Scandinavia are located at least 350 km away in Scania, the southernmost part of Sweden or flint transported by the ice along the Swedish west coast.

As regards the Strandvägen site, a cemetery with several graves, a number of houses and fishing platforms constructed just off the shore indicate that the place was used for permanent operations, as is also suggested by the occurrence of lithic finds, which are unusually copious for the region. The composition of the lithic material testifies to an extensive network of contacts.

Ornamented bone and antler objects

Our special interest has been focused on the ornamented objects made of bone and antler. Here, the term «ornamentation» covers all intentional carvings that have no relation to the manufacturing and use of the object. It includes a variety of carvings, from a few lines to complicated motifs. The find material has been intensively examined, and even the smallest fragments of ornamented objects have been identified. It is the only major corpus of material, as far as we know, that has been so well scrutinized. Very few objects are intact, most being in a very fragmentary state.

Together with other aspects, the intensity of ornamentation might be accepted as one factor that could be related to a site of special function, such as a central site. Altogether, 75 finds are ornamented. Because of the fragmentary condition of the material there are a number of uncertain aspects. One is how many objects they belong to. Based upon the size of the fragments, they could very well belong to a small number of objects. The largest number of ornamented pieces within one and the same group is 35, and these belong to leister points and harpoons. Most of these fragments are rather large, with at least two or three bars. Had they appeared in smaller fragments, as the ornaments are so similar, they could have been interpreted as belonging to a much smaller number of tools.

Leister points and harpoons

Leister points and harpoons constitute the single largest group of tools, with a total of 460 examples, almost all in a fragmentary state. Thirty-five of these have some kind of ornamentation, most commonly cuts on the bars. They can be divided in two groups based on the manner of execution. In some cases there is a marked notch in the barb, although two notches have also been recorded (fig. 2: 4). On some larger leister point fragments, all the surviving bars have been incised, but examples with notches on every second barb also appear. Another ornament consists of finer cuts on barbs with broad frontal parts. In most cases they appear in pairs or at intervals along both edges of the barb (fig. 2: 5–6). This kind of ornament appears on a couple of barbs of harpoons as well. In a few instances cuts have been identified on the basal part of a harpoon.

Yet another type of ornament on leister points is a motif on the edge opposite the barbed side. A small number have small cuts like the ones described above on the opposite edge to the barbs. Others have zigzag engravings, cross-hatching or groups of transverse lines (fig. 3: 6–9).

Ornament on leister points and harpoons are rare in Scandinavia. A couple of finds with zigzag engravings are known on Danish leister points probably dating from the early part of the Mesolithic [8]. Among later single finds, such as a number of points from a bog in central Scania, there are no ornamented pieces [9]. Just a couple of finds from about the same age as Strandvägen have certain parallels in Southern Scandinavia. One is a harpoon from Grave IV at Skateholm II in southern Scania. The bars are cross-hatched and with fine cuts on both sides of the barb [10, p. 138]. Another find, from the Bredasten site in southern Scania, has fine cuts on both sides of the barb [11, fig. 10: b].

Although there are few single finds of tools of bone or antler from eastern and northern Sweden, there are some with ornamentation. A find from Stora Djulö, Södermanland, was decorated with angled bands and accumulations of lines of varying orientation at the base of the object [8, fig. 58: 1] indicating that this kind of ornament might have been more common in central Sweden than in southern Scandinavia.

There is considerable variation between different regions of Scandinavia in terms of the amount of material available for comparison. Just a small number of bone and antler objects have been found in central and northern Sweden. Ornamented objects are even fewer in number. Only one object, the blade of a slotted bone dagger from northern Sweden, is ornamented [12]. However, this seems to be an exotic object from Southern Scandinavia. Just a small number of ornamented pieces have been found in western Sweden [13]. In Norway a couple of cave sites have yielded bone material and objects, but the number of ornamented objects, even including stone tools with shaft holes, is rather limited [14]. Just one find, an ornamented reindeer antler, originates from Finland [15].

Eastern contacts

In the Baltic and western Russia ornamented leister points and harpoons do appear, mainly as single finds. One such area is Lake Luhâna in south-eastern Latvia. Small cuts and lines on the bars are known, as are notches in the bars [16, fig. IV: 1–2, fig. XIX: 4, fig. XXII: 1–5]. The problem is that none of these finds have been radiocarbon-dated. Most can be included in the Kunda type, belonging to the Early Mesolithic, of which only a few have been dated and shown to belong to the Early Mesolithic [9]. Leister points with similar ornaments are known from other sites in western Russia [17, 18]. Despite the problems of dating, it seems that ornamented leister points and harpoons were a more common phenomenon in the eastern part of Northern Europe.

Another form, represented by a couple of finds, consists of flat points, probably fragments of spearheads, shaped with a narrow shoulder cut into the side of the
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Southern contacts

Most of the different kinds of tools found at Strandvägen are well known in southern Sweden and Denmark from settlement sites as well as single finds [21; 8]. One group with several examples consists of objects made of antler with a shaft hole [8]. Some might have been used as axes or adzes, even as handles [22], but several have a shape that makes the practical function most uncertain. A considerable number of these objects are ornamented. Three certain examples and one uncertain piece, on which the shaft hole has not been identified, have been found at Strandvägen, and all are...
ornamented. One has simple ornaments, while three have motifs that cover larger parts of the surface (fig. 2: 2–3). The ornaments can be compared to well-known motifs, such as rows of hatched triangles and parallel bands on examples from Southern Scandinavia [21; 8]. Yet another fragment of antler totally covered with ornamentation might be part of a similar tool (fig. 3: 1). These objects with shaft holes and ornamentation do not occur in the Baltic lands.

Another tool usually provided with ornamentation is the slotted bone dagger (fig. 3: 2–4). At least three examples have been found at Strandvägen. The blade is fully preserved on one of these, with ornamentation on both sides (fig. 3: 2). As on slotted daggers from Southern Scandinavia, the ornaments are more regular on the upper, somewhat concave side of the blade [5; 12]. In this case the slots in the dagger are fitted with microblades made of mylonitic quartz – recrystallized quartz with flint-like qualities. Although there are slotted bone points in Baltic finds, there are no daggers of the form that occurs in Southern Scandinavia [23; 12].

**Conclusions**

Because of the absence of sites with good preservation we do not know whether the bone and antler tools from Strandvägen indicate a special relationship to southern Scandinavia as well as to the Baltic during the Late Mesolithic. This was also based upon long-lived contact with a pan-Mesolithic relation to the ornamentation, or else it is an example of contacts with the east during the Early Mesolithic, as is evidenced in the stone technology [7]. In our opinion, the latter possibility is the most reasonable.
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**Аннотация.** Наши знания о скандинавских орнаментированных изделиях из кости и рога по большей части основывались на случайных находках и находках с поселений из Южной Скандинавии. Однако недавние раскопки позднемезолитического памятника Страндваген в Мотале (южная–центральная Швеция) изменили состояние исследований и позволили получить большое количество костяных и роговых изделий, некоторые из которых орнаментированы.

Памятник расположен на восточном берегу оз. Ваттери, второго по величине озера на юге Швеции, у единственной протоки из озера. Поселение функционировало на протяжении нескольких столетий, наибольшая концентрация радиогеометрических датировок приходится на период 7500–7000 кал. л.н. Для этой части Скандинавии Страндваген является единственным памятником с большим числом находок из кости и рога.

Памятник выделяется своим расположением, обеспечивающим легкость контактов с территориями к северу и югу, а также к западу и востоку. Это хорошо проявляется в коллекции находок.

Наконечники острог составляют единственную крупную группу орудий, всего более 400 единиц. Значительное число этих предметов украшено орнаментом в виде насечек и зубцов, расположенных более или менее симметрично, также представлены мотивы с пересекающейся штриховкой. Орнамент присутствует и на небольшом числе других изделий, таких как вкладышевые кинжалы и роговые муфты.

Очевидно сходство с изделиями из южной Швеции и Дании в отношении выбора мотивов и вариаций их нанесения.

Единственным балтийским регионом с большим числом находок орнаментированных изделий является Восточная Прибалтика. Однако хронологическое соотношение этих материалов неясно. К примеру, наконечники острог, схожие с найденными в Страндвагене, обнаруживаются среди материалов Лубянской низины в юго-восточной Латвии.

Обсуждаются вопросы о том, насколько представленные мотивы и способы их исполнения являются общемезолитическими североевропейским феноменом и насколько они могут быть связаны со специфическими региональными отличительными признаками.

**Ключевые слова:** поздний мезолит; Южная–Центральная Швеция; Страндваген в Мотала; орнаментированные предметы из кости и рога; доисторические системы коммуникаций; наконечники острог; культурные параллели с Восточной Балтикой; общемезолитический североевропейский феномен; региональные особенности.
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